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Each time I arrive at St. Paul Island, one of the Pribilof [;/,ands located about 
300 miles north of the Ale:ltian Chain in the Bering Sea, I am struck by its · 
remoteness and yet many aspects. of the "American culture" are ·certainly apparent. 
The scoria roads and airport runway are populated with late model cars and trucks 

. as well as all-terrain vehicles. The grocery store contains kiwi fruit and disposable 
diapers and the kids wear their hats backwards. 

St. Paul and St. George Islands are the two main islands which are volcanic 
in origin and are located near the shelf break The winds from the Bering_ Sea 

moderate the cold weather somewhat during the wmter b,ut snow is on the ground between October and 
June each year. The short summer is often chilly with high temperatures of about 50 degrees and more 
than 20.hours of daylight. -



The climate of the Pribilof Islands is harsh enough to prevent the growth of trees. The combination 

of strong winds, cold temperatures and lack of sunlight during most of the year prevents even small trees 

from becoming established. All of the land except the top of the volcanic peaks is covered with tundra grass 

that gives the appearance of a green carpet. The view across the island is almost surreal because there are 

no objects to provide a size scale in the perspective. The volcanic peaks look like they are many miles away 

and thousands of feet high but the entire island of St. Paul is only 8 miles long and 3 miles wide and the 

highest elevation is about 600 feet. 
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MAP OF BERING SEA. SHOWING POSITION OF PRIBILOF ISLANDS RELATIVE TO OTHER LANDS. 

'rheir centr:i.l position nccounts in p:i~t for the ,·:iricty of their trnnsic:it bird life. 
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The isolation of the Pribilof Islands has limited the animal life. There are no small land animals 

such as lemmings, rabbits, ground squirrels, marmots, or rats. The only natural animal populations are 

arctic foxes which probably crossed over the ice to the island in the winter. There is a small population of · 

about 350 reindeer which were introduced at the turn of the century and remain at a relatively stable level 

with controlled hunting. Humans were also introduced to the islands by the Russians. The Russians 

captured Aleut natives from the Aleutian Chain and moved them to the Pribilofs to harvest fox pelts. 

The Pribilof Islands are best known for the largest fur seal and sea bird rookeries in the Arctic. 

Walt Disney filmed the famous "Seal Island" short subject film on St. Paul Island in the early 1950's. The 

population of fur seals was estimated to be more than a million animals which "hauled out" on the narrow 

beaches and rocky bluffs to reproduce each year. St. George Island has the highest cliffs (more than 1000 

feet) which provided nesting areas for more than 3 million sea birds. The birds are mostly pelagic except 

for the short nesting season in the summer. The high cliffs provide nesting areas protected from predators . 

such as foxes. 
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I have been working with eightRussian colleagues on St. Paul Island for the past four years as 
· a part of the Pribilof Island Ecological Investigations. I have spent a part of every summer for the past 18 

years in the Bering Sea studying its very prolific waters. The most obvious reason for our present study 
is the cause of the decline in the populations of both the sea birds and fur seals during the past decade. 
The best estimates (have you ever considered how difficult it would be to count a large number of animals?) 
indicate that fur seals have declined by 50% and sea birds by 60-70%. Juvenile wall-eyed pollack is 
believed to be a major food component of the fur seals and many of the sea birds (tufted puffins, homed 
puffins, thick-billed murres, common murres, pelagic cormorants, red-legged kittiwakes). Some of the sea 
birds (least auklets, parakeet auklets and crested auklets) also consume very specific types and sizes of 
zooplankton. There is a large concern that the major international fishery for Alaskan pollack has depleted 
the spawning stocks to very low levels and has reduced the amount of food available to the seals and birds. 
Since some of the birds also consume zooplankton, there is also concern that additional environmental 
factors, such as pollution, may be related to the apparent lack of food. 
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The people living on St. Paul Island are mostly descendants from the captive Aleuts. There are 
about 300 people living in the village which is centered around the Russian Orthodox Church, the school 
and the City Hall. They depend on vehicles to take them everywhere at a seemingly br_eak-neck pace. I 
have observed several people drive across the street-from the grocery store to-the post office. The-natives 
have adopted our small group of scientists by inviting us to their homes for barbecues, birthday parties and 
holiday celebrations.· One particular Aleut lady prepared a dessert each evening and brought it to our 
quarters to share with us. In my opinion, the most noticeable difference between the average American 
(a Texan?) and the Alaskan native is-volume when they speak. I often wonder ifthey rub thei_r ears -after _ 
I have left the room. They speak quietly, so you have to· listen very carefully~ -It has made me wonder 
about our much more obtrusive form of dialogue~ 
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I have found the work with my Russian friends a · very interesting cultural experience. Field work 
requires living together as well as working together. The living conditions have varied quite a bit during 
our studies. The first two years we moved into a vacant house and used the basement as our laboratory. 
We took turns cooking each week. The third year we lived in dormitories and ate in a company cafeteria 
and last year we lived in a lodge which had cooking facilities. The meals were especially interesting 
because Russians were cooking with American food. They would take an ordinary item like a hot dog bun 
and make it into a breakfast roll with cheese and sausage. My attempts at preparing American meals for 
them were not worth writing home about. -T. E. Whitledge 

Travel ending between October 8 and November 4 

+Ken Dunton, October 6-9, New Brunswick, New Jersey, to represent MSI at a meeting of the American 
Academy of Underwater Sciences. 
+Lee Fuiman, October 8-17, Yokohama, Japan, attend workshop on Survival Strategy in Early Life Stages 
organized by the Japanese National Research Institute of Fisheries Science and present invited paper, The 
interplay of ontogeny and scaling in the interaction of fish ·larvae and their predators. 
+Terry Whitledge, · October 13-16, Pensacola, Florida, to represent MSI at a meeting of the Southern 
Association of Marine Laboratories. 
+Don Gibson, October 24-28, Savannah, Georgia, to represent MSI at a meeting of the Research Vessel 
Operators Conference. 
+Lestarini Budiantara, October 29-November 3, Denver, Colorado, present poster at SETAC 15th Annual 
Meeting. · 
+Peter Thomas, October 29-November 3, Denver, Colorado, present poster and paper at SETAC 15th 
Annual Meeting. 
+James Cameron, October 29-November 3, San Diego, California, attend joint meeting of American 
Physiological Society, American Society of Zoologists, Canadian Society of Zoologists, and the Society for 
Experimental Biology (U.K.). 
+Lee Fuiman, October 31-November 1, San Marcos, Texas, present a seminar at Southwest Texas State · 
University Biology Department, Development: The neglected fact<ir in larval fish predation. 
+Ronald Benner, October 31-November 3, Washington D.C., attend panel meeting for the NOAA Global 
Change ·Program and visit Stroud Water Research Institute. 

Telecommunications classroom for MSI approved- Dean Mary Ann Rankin has approved a proposal 
for a telecommunications classroom for distance learning at the Marine Science Institute. The approval 
includes funding totaling $79,000 to equip the classroom. A two-way interactive program, with courses 
broadcast both to and from MSI in Port Aransas will be provided. Students in Austin and Port Aransas 
will be able to take the same course if it is offered over the telecommunication network. Other benefits 
cited are the ability to expand the offering of marine science undergraduate courses in Austin, offer 
enrollment in summer classes to Austin-based students, and to link with ot'1~r UT campuses in Texas as 
well as the Texas A & M System. The capability of MSI to support marine science instruction at all UT 
System components will be enhanced. Greater participation in the South Texas initiative will be possible 

· since the MSI telecommunications facility in Port Aransas could provide classroom space for the Corpus 
. Christi area for other graduate programs offered by The University of Texas at Austin. 
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Keeping kurrent with MSPs klunkers - The old blue goose is gone-to the bid sale. The old blue 
wagon/pickup which has been available for on campus use on a demand basis without formal checkout 
finally was beyond reasonable repair and has gone to bid sale (If you really love it; this is your chance!). 
It has been replaced in function by the old research crewcab chevy (the one which was retired over a year 
ago and was slated for bid sale but is still in better shape than the blue goose). Do not be fooled by the 
instant OlUe paint job on the old crewcab. It is still an old vehicle and is just for on campus use. The good 
news is that it is adequate for launching any of our boats, so you no longer have to formally checkout a 
vehicle if you are only going to launch a boat in the UT boat basin. This vehicle is too long to go in the 
garage where the blue goose roosted. It will be left outside and you will need to pickup the key in the office 
at the normal location. Please sign the clipboard, but you do not have to make out a reservation sheet. 

D 
Computer security - I have been thinking about writing an articl~ about 
passwords for quite some time, but two recent events prompted me to action. The 
Sun Sparc20 just went on line. Hats off to John Shedd for all his hard work. We 

. now have about 3 Gb of storage, quite . an improvement over the 70 Mb on the 
MicroVax. Ironically, the MicroVax went down, again, just before Sun went on 
line. So, everyone will have to write in a new password the first time they log into 
the Sun. Please choose a nonsense phrase, or use some· numbers in the password 

as well. Avoid any word found in the dictionary, and especially avoid any obvious word, such as your first 
or last name, or other favorite phrases. How many of you have passwords like, marine, red.fish, flounder, 
copepod, etc.? I am starting to worty about computer security, because the stakes are now high. There are 
about 30 million users on the internet, and our little machine, which is accessible via modem, is a conduit 
to that vast network. In the past, the only concern was for data files in our directory. Frankly, that alone 
was never enough at risk to be of great concern .to me. But, now someone can break into your account and 
send e-mail to the world. This recently happened in our backyard. Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi 
Professor Grady Blount came to work last Monday morningto find several disturbing e-mail messages, like 
"you are the· slime of the earth." Over the weekend, some white supremacist got into his account and sent 
a racist message to over 25,000 computer users. By Wednesday Professor Blount had received over 1,000 
angry e-m~l messages and had to close his account. How did this happen? Finding an address is easy 
using internet tools, and if you use e-,mail at any list servers, then your address is probably being spawned 
hundreds of times per day. So, all someone has to do is guess your password. This is easier than you 
think. Last week a group of us went sampling, and were frustrated by a locked gate. Greg Street reasoned 
that the combination would be obvious, and it was, and within 5 minutes he was able to open the gate. 
Worse for us e-mail users is that many computer programs exist that can rapidly try evecy word in the 
dictionary and every proper name. The point is:. "we are at risk, and it is happening here." So, when you 
type in that new password, use something nonsensical. Use a combination of letters and numbers. If you 
worry about forgetting numbers, maybe you can use a personal identification number th.at you already know 
from your bank or telephone calling cards. Don't worry about remembering the password, you can write 
it down, or better yet write a macro, script, or assign a key to the log-in sequence, then you don't have to 
remember it at all. Computer security ·is now a very real problem, please do your part to protect our 
system. 

-Paul Montagna 
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The old VAX computer with its primitive 70MB hard disk has been retired 
- replaced by a space-age (comparatively speaking) shiny, new SUN 
SPAR,Cstation-20 with a 3.15GB hard disk and running a UNIX operating 
system. John Shedd is attending a few workshop courses at Sun MicroSystems 
to update himself on pertinent hardware and software matters. With guidance from 
the Computer Committee, additional software will be chosen in the coming months. 

UNIX is the operating system on the UT-Austin Computation Center's UNIX Timesharing System (UTS), 
DECsystem 5820 (Bongo), and Sun SPARCstations. 

Getting Online Help The most accurate and complete information for any command is its online 
reference or "man" (manual) pages. For example, to display the "man" page on the "rm" (remove) program, 
type man rm; to display information on the "man" program itself, type man man. The "man" program 
pauses after displaying each screenful of text. Press the space bar to continue, or press q to quit. 

Some Hints • Password - must be 6 or more characters, mix up numbers, upper and lower case letters 
to enhance security; to change your password, type the command passwd and you will be prompted for your 
old password, then for your new one (twice for confirmation). • Corrections - (before you press the 
RETURN key) press DELETE to delete characters, "w (hold down Ctrl key and press thew key) to back 
up over a word, "u to erase entire line. • Some Special Characters - "c interrupts and aborts execution 
of the current process; < reads from 'the file named to the right of this symbol instead of from standard 
input; thus Mailxjsmith <note mails the contents of the file 0 note" to user ''jsmith" instead of prompting 
for text from your keyboard; > writes to the file named to the right of this symbol; thus cat myfile displays 
contents of "myftle" on-screen, but cat myfile > listout copies it to ftle "listout" instead, destroying any 
previous contents of "listout"; >> appends to the file named to the right of this symbol, thus cat nextfile 
>> listout appends a copy of "nextfile" to file "listout" instead of overwriting (destroying) what is already 
in "listout". 

We could go on, but ·I've already nodded off. Most of you are probably already using the MAILXprogram 
for your e-mail. If yeu are having problems, would like a photocopy. of the "UNIX Pocket Reference List" 
or MAILX guide, call John Shed.d (-6780). The Comp Center publishes an inexpensive "Introduction to 
UNIX" (CCUG-1) which can be purchasedfrom the University Co-Op Bookstore. This manual can also be 
searched online ~sing the "gopher" program. 

-Lynn Amos 

• Thank you for the wonder{ ul ride down the bay you gave us. Thank you for all the history you told us 
about Corpus. Thank you for telling us the safety rules about the ship sowe would not get hurt. Also thank 
you for not going fast or hitting anything. · P. S. See you around. 
(To Captain John Turany from Ryan Riojas, Hyde Park Baptist School studen_t) 
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• I want to commend YQU and your staff for doing an 
outstanding job in completing ·this year's inventory. Your 
commitment, hard work and conscientious efforts have been 
recognized by the inventory section and myself. Your cooperation 
is greatly appreciated. 
(To Terry Whitledge with xc to Venus Mills from Bobby G. Cook, Associate Vice 
President and Business Manager) 

• I'm so proud of you, Venus. 
(To Venus Mills from Lynn Amos) 

• Halloween - · Well, we had our 4th annual Halloween Contest at MSI and it was great! Prizes were 
given out for Cutest, Most Original, Scariest, and Judge's .Choice. The Cutest was Olga Davila as Miss 
Piggy. The Most Original was Maria Selvera dressed as a Fortune Teller with her own fortune-telling box; 
the Scariest was Venus Mill as (of course) a Witch, but rumor has it next year will be different but better! 
She was absent due to a Halloween emergency and had to fiy. The Judge's Choice was Patty Baker, who 
decided to go · back in time and become .a Flapper. Tony Amos was the judge and in the spirit of things 
attired himself as the Grim Reaper. Other costumes seen were: Flapper, Barefoot & Pregnant, Rastafarian, 
Baby, KittyKat, .Biker· Chick, Bandito, Farm Lady, and Statq,e of Liberty. Tony Longoria again made the 
delicious cookies along with Tombstone • Cake which were served with punch and coffee. Candied apples 
were enjoyed, especially by JoAnn Page who was at the dentist the next day. The South Jetty showed up 
to take our picture for the paper. It must be noted that the custodial .staff worked hard in the preparation 
of the party as well as being participants at the contest. Thanks to all for making this yet another 
successful Halloween Party. 

• Dear Witch Lady, as a UT employee am I allowed to mutilate visitors to UTMSI who appear to be stupid? 
Signed, Wondering Weirdo. 

Dear WW, no, unless they ask about the Dolphin Show, and then only one limb is to be removed from their 
body. -Venus (The Witch of MS!, but next year???) 

Inventory- The topic, inventory, may not appear to be of fantastic interest. Maybe it would excite more 
curiosity to put instead, OVER FIVE MILLION DOLLARS WORTH OF EQUIPMENT LISTED AT MS! 
(actually the current amount is $5,259,046). MSI's inventory listing is 110 pages long. Property . of less 
than $500 value is not assigned a number-think how long it would be if everything over $25 was listed 
(as it used to be). MSI's inventory person is Venus Mills. Venus is the recent recipient of accolades from 
the Associate Vice President and _Business Manager for the outstanding job she is doing with the MSI . 
inventory. Having once been the inventory person at MSI, I can especially appreciate the long hours of hard 
and diligent work which earned Venus her letter from Mr. Cook. · 
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Now the inventory is, of course, all on the computer and Venus and the folks in Austin can communicate 
freely back and forth. For many years our inventory information has been accessible using the program 
Ask Sam. When I began work on the inventory in 1960, instead of Ask Sam it was Ask Al (meaning Al 
Kirby, who had been supervisor of UT's inventory since the beginning of time). First you had to find Al, 
which was not easy because the powers-that-be kept bouncing Al all over campus from one basement cubby
hole office to another so that by the time you learned where he was Al had been moved again. It was worth 

finding him, because along with the inventory information Al was also good for several really old time 
stories about his adventures trying to keep MSI's inventory straight during the 50's. Sorry, but we still 

have to wait for several of our readers to die before I can recount those stories. -John Thompson 
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Tide Predictions for November, 1994 - (For tidal heights at the tide tower, South Jetty, the 
Aransas Pass. . Heights are in feet above or below mean sea level. The shaded area is nighttime. 
Remember, this is tidal height, not tidal current. Slack water is when the wiggly line crosses the MSL line, not 
at peaks and valleys, where the tidal current will be a full flood or ebb.) 
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Weather Report October 17-30 

TOP TEN VEHICLE EXCUSES FROM THE RESEARCH STAFF 

10 - I am not accustomed to a manual shift. 
9 - I can't always remember to get a credit card ($125 petty cash for gas). 
8 - But I never pull a trailer faster than 55 mph. 
7 - What is low gear range? 
6 - I thought you were supposed to slip the clutch. 
5 -We need it all week (total mileage at end of week: .03) 

-Andi Wickham 

4 -They all have UT business at destination (carrying grandmother, two nieces, 
one nephew and great aunt Spitzreeloffen). 

3 - My minivan would have fit (without knocking off the sideview mirrors). 
2 - It didn't look muddy (hub deep, 3 miles out in mudflats). 
1-Anyway, MSI should have a compact car instead. 

2nd Annual Sand and Surf - On Saturday, October 22, four fleet footed souls signed up for the 2nd 
Annual Sand and Surf 2 Mile Walk to benefit the local JELM Center. Lynn Amos, Vicki Roberson, Erin 
Collins (the speed demons from accounting; you know how fast they process a purchase order) and Colleen 
Pike (F AML secretary - F Ast MammaL) were the UTMSI participants~ Lynn almost missed the bus that 
was taking the contestants from the high school to the beach starting line. Undoubtedly this had nothing 
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to do with speed; on weekends Lynn is just on Island Time. Colleen and Vicki met on 11th Street and 
walked to the starting line. Someone joked that maybe they had already walked enough and should forget 
the race. Erin had been working out on the streets of Port Aransas and at Bulls Gym so she was in great 
shape for the race. Unfortunately, she had mechanical difficulties (her shoes) and had to walk the beach 
bare footed. The weather was perfect (at 8 AM) and everyone had a great time. Colleen fini&hed in third 
place and received a nice award (a plaster sand dollar with 2nd Annual Sand and Surf written on it). She 
attributes her speed to keeping up with her German Shepherd on daily morning walked to the beach. 
JELM raised $2,000 for the senior citizen "Winter Texan" programs. I hope that more people (like John 
Thompson, a well known walk-a-holic, and John Yarbrough, veteran dog walker) turn out next year for this 
event. -Colleen Pike 

TOP TEN VEHICLE EXCUSES FROM THE MAINTENANCE STAFF 

10 - We were going to fix that just as soon as we could get to it. 
9 - We heard the Suburban was goiilg to be replaced anyway. 
8 - I don't want to be liable. 
7 - The parts we get on contract are.inferior. 
6 - It's too wore out to fix. 
5 - Someone must have used it without signing it out. 
4 - Charlie said it was o.k. . 
3 - It has so many miles on it I wouldn't drive around the block. 
2 - We would fix that, but we don't want to void the warranty. 
1 - Ask John Shaw. 

Volleyball update - The Fall 1994 season for the "B" league began August 29. Games are at 6:30, 7:30, 
8:30 and 9:30 on Monday nights. We have 9 teams competing this year and are now halfway through the 
season and it's been neck and neck all the way for the 4 top leading teams. We have many UT 
employees/students participating this season and below are the current standings along with the names of 
those from UTMSI involved. Tied at 1st place are BSWAG and Woody's with 25 wins and 5 losses. BSWAG 
has 3 UT employees on their team. Grad. Student Jay Peterson, Grad. Student Dennis Higgs and Res. Sci. 
Asst. Eric Curtis (FAML lab). Woody's team consists of many UT employees: One of our very own faculty 
members, Assoc. Prof. Curtis Suttle, Res. Sci. Assoc. Amy Chan, Grad. Student and Team Captain Steve 
Opsahl, Lab Res. Asst. Patti Pickering, Grad. Student Charles Laidley, Res. Assoc. Scott Holt, and Grad. 
Student Kris Drescher (I hope l didn't miss anyone). Tied at 2nd place are Stubbies and IGA Unified with 
24 wins and 6 losses. Stubbies has 3 UT employees on their team: Team captain, and one of our handiest 

.· maintenance men, Veril Barr (also the PA VA President), Technical Secretary Patty Baker (also the PA VA 
Secretaryfl'reasurer), Res. Sci. Assoc. Allen Davis (FAML lab). IGA Unified consists of almost all UT: I 
would like to point out that this team represents 5 different nationalities (possibly 6): Office Asst. and 
Team Captain Linda Fuiman ·(Scottish); Grad. Student Rainer Amon (Austrian); Res. Sci. Assoc. Bo pi 
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Biddanda (Indian); Grad. Student Chen Feng (Chinese); and Grad. Student Kristen Rodda, Lab Res. Asst. 

Janie Munoz and (non UT) Alice Guajardo (Americans) and "Oh My" an Aggie, Jeff Barry (could "Aggie" 

be considered a nationality?) Standings for other teams with UT employees I students: Shamrock Cove Fish 

Co. with 10 wins and 17 losses - has our very own F AML Office Asst. Colleen Pike as team captain and 

none other than our Fiscal Exec. Asst. Lynn Amos. The Wahoo's with 6 wins and 21 losses has FAML Lab 

Res. Asst. Dana Allen on their team. Mad Dogs with 5 wins and 25 losses consists of UT Graduate 

Students: Team Captain Andy Biersmith, Todd Sperry, Randy Garza, Sharon Herzka, Sue Ziegler, Jay 

Rooker and his wife, Lisa. And, we have 2 teams with no UT affiliation. -Patty Baker 

Cruise #94-625 - RIV LONGHORN departed Port Aransas at 0300 Friday, October 21, 1994, for 

vibracoring work conducted by GERG (Geochemical and Environmental Research Group) of Texas A & M 

University. Chief Scientist was Hugh Barnett; other scientific personnel were Dan Vitale, Navigator, and 

John Shannon ·and Mike Fredericks, Deck Operations. A malfunction of the GERGtrAMU differential GPS 

unit required a return to Port Aransas commencing at 0830. A replacement unit was secured and the ship 

returned to station and made a successful test core at 2105 and anchored fo~ the night. Conducted 

vibracoring operations from 0630 to 2030 on October 22, completing 12 cores. Conducted vibracoring on 

October 23 from 0630 to 17 45, completing 16 cores. Returned to Port Aransas at 2100, October 23 . . 

Cruise #94-626 -The second of RIV LONGHORNs series of monthly day-cruises 

(LONGSECS II) into the Gulf of Mexico took place on 25 October. We took off at 0800 

with a ship's complement of 172; Captains Noe Cantu & Hayden Abel, deck hand 

Quinton Edwards, Chief Scientist Tony Amos, Technician Chuck Rowe, Students 

Kirsten Rodda and Kristen Poling (or was it Kristen Rodda and Kirsten Poling?), 

NMFS Specialist Ted Williams and his assistant Bradley Robinson, 162 anxious o~e

year-old Kemp's Ridley Sea Turtles, and a rather grumpy sub-adult Northern Gannet. 

We returned at 1630 with only nine souls, having deposited 162 of the others into the 

sea, and one into the air. We set out into a rather fo.mpy sea with the most ominous 

looking black cloud covering the entire western sky. It dumped over 3 inches of rain on Aransas Pass but 

with Longhorn's blazing 8.9 knots, we kept ahead of the system and dodged most of the showers. That is, 

of course, until we decided it was time to release the turtles whereupon it immediately began to rain cats 

and dogs. With my plastic bag raincoat (my foul-weather gear was languishing back at the lab), I decided 

it was time to let the gannet go as it had been making a fair racket from its cage on deck. On opening the 

cage door this ungainly bird waddled out on deck and tried to squeeze through the scuppers, a space which 

was not large enough to accommodate its bulk. Without gannet-gloves on, I had to assist it over-the-side 

by throwing it into the wind. It rewarded me for its freedom by a love bite or two, then did some ungainly 

wing flappings, and plopped into the sea. When last seen it was exercising its wings as ifit wanted to take 

off. I do hope it did. 

Meanwhile the turtles were being taken from their boxes, two-by-two, and gently put in the sea. They 

swam off vigorously, hopefully not to return until, as adults, they will congregate nearshore off the 

Tamaulipus Coast to mate, and the females will then go ashore to lay their eggs. UTMSI extended the offer 

to the NMFS Galveston Laboratory to use the LONGHORN to release these turtles back to the wild. The . 

turtles had been reared from hatchlings taken from Mexico as part of the NMFS Kemp's Ridley Sea Turtle 

project. After the animals were sent to the sea, we got down to the business of science. We occupied four 

CTD/rosette stations, collecting water samples for salinity analysis,.viruses(Kristen), and did plankton tows · 
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(Kirsten). Kirsten is looking for croak.er larvae and also adults. To find the latter, we did a shrimp trawl 

near the jetties. Although a lot of fascinating creatures emerged from the trawl, no croaker were caught. 

Longsecs II was successful. We avoided most of the nasty weather Port Aransas experienced, .we had 

dolphins playing on the bow, and a male Canada Warbler came visiting. Cabbageheads were so thick near 

the jetties you could almost walk on them. We saw little debris from the floods. Surface water was arou.nd 

28 salinity, but over 35 on the bottom (we modern oceanographers no longer use "ppt" or 0 /
00 

for "parts per 

thousand", or PSU for "Practical Salinity Units", we just say "the salinity was 34.345"; for example. Such 

is progress. · -Tony Amos 

LONGHORN LONGSECS CRUISE02 UNDERWAY DATA; 10-25-1994 
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RIV KATY SCHEDULE for NOVEMBER 
2 morning Texas Military Institute 

4 morning Teacher In Service 
4 afternoon Southwestern Adventist College 

5 morning Lone Star Girl Scouts 

5 afternoon Austin Community College 

7 morning Trinity University 

7 afternoon Northside ISD 
8 morning King HS 
9 afternoon Moody HS 

11 morning Austin Community College 

11 afternoon Austin Community College 

14 morning Incarnate Word HS 

15 morning Huston-Tillotson College 

16 morning Dripping Springs HS 

16 afternoon Westwood HS 
17 afternoon Vogel Elementary 

18 morning UT Arlington 

18 afternoon James Bowie HS 

19 afternoon Austin Community C<;>llege 

21morning . Trinity University 

21 afternoon TAMU Corpus Christi · 

22 afternoon TAMU Kingsville 
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Mary Kennedy 
Ethan Calk 
Dan Petr 
Janie Duttweiler 
Stephen Rodi 
Glen Kroeger 
Judy Fowles 
Karen Jones 
Bud Behrand 
Ron Johns 
Stephen Ziser 
Nonna Copeland 
Carla Roberson 
Steve Krupps 
Michele Bubnis 
Dave Gettig 
Tom Hellier 
Bruce Hall 
Stephen Rodi 

·Glen Kroeger 
David McKee 
Carl Wood 



Small boat operator written test scheduled - The written test for small boat operators will be given 
on Tuesday, December 6, at 1 p.m. in the seminar room (M115). Study booklets are available in the main 
office. The following is the current list of small .boat operators. · 

Name Passed Written Test? Boat Operation* 

Jay Peterson yes 
Matthew Cottrell yes basic 
Steven Opsahl yes basic 
Ed Buskey yes basic 
Greg Street yes 
Bill Beasley yes basic 
Patricia Pickering yes 
Terry Whitledge yes advanced 
Rick Kalke yes advanced 
Scott Holt yes advanced 
Charles Laidley yes basic 
Dean Stockwell yes advanced 
Rainer Amon yes 
Cameron Pratt yes advanced 
Kathy Binney yes advanced 
Ken Dunton yes advanced 
Jim Kaldy yes advanced 
Ron Benner yes advanced 
Paul Montagna yes advanced 
Dave Jirsa yes 

*basic: qualified for all MSI outboard powered craft. 
*advanced: qualified for all MSI outboard and inboard/outboard powered craft . 

. Note: although qualified, individuals should be checked out on each boat they wish to operate, and a review 
with a member of the professional crew is suggested whenever · a period of six months or more has passed 
without utilizing a particular craft. 

New checkout procedures for portable cellulars and GPS - The general use portable cellular 
telephones and the portable GPS are no longer available on a grab and go basis. They are now in a locked 
cabinet. They must be signed out and signed in. Most scientists at MSI with active field programs utilizing 
small boats now have their own cellular telephones and GPS units. Those who wish to utilize the general 
purpose units need to contact JoAnn Page to sign them out (or in her absence John Thompson or any of the 
office staff). Responsibility for lost or damaged units rests with the user. 

New smallboat tool system planned - New tools are on order to revitalize smallboat tool boxes. 
Concurrently, a new system will be inaugurated. Each major program area utilizing the small boats will 
be furnished a tool box and set of the new tools (about $100 worth of tools-a one time generous gift 
courtesy of the benevolent Acting Director). General tool boxes will no longer be furnished with each boat. 
It will be up to the individual operator to bring his/her research program's own tool box and to maintain 
those tools and replace them if necessary. Lockers will be built in the boat shop to provide a lockable space 
for those who . wish to keep their tools near the boats. Individuals may wish to supplement the tools with 
others of their own choosing (or leave behind any they feel certain will not be required). A few extra tool 
boxes will be available for those times when a program is utilizing two or more boats simultaneously. 
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It was nice to get Terry Whitledge's article on his work in the Pribilof Islands. 
When we began the LazGaz 57 issues ago one of our intentions was to give 
readers some feeling for the work MSI researchers do far from Port A. But in 
the last several months we have been lacking in this area. It isn't because 
everyone is staying in the backyard. Maybe some more folks will volunteer or 
we will just have to break their arms. It looks like an awful lot of trips in the 
travel section. The reason is it got left out last time, so this is four weeks 
worth. And even before that somehow Linda Fuiman's trip . to Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, to attend the regional meeting of the Museum Store Association, 

was left out. Sorreee! It is hard for me to keep up with the computer buzz words. Just when I was 
beginning to realize the difference between a Fax, and a V AK, we now have SUN SP ARC. Having 
managed to offend several members of the research staff and all the boat crew with Top 10 Best Lies 
-Small Boats, MDI He 3 Hae M continues his offensive writing this issue in regard to both those who 
drive and those who maintain the MSI vehicles. He asks that I mention he wrote both top ten lists 
before recent muddy adventures by anonymous members of the research staff. Thanks to all our 
contributors and helpers this issue: Terry Whitledge, Tony Amos, Lynn Amos, Paul Montagna, 
Colleen Pike, Venus Mills, Patty Baker, JoAnn Page, Kathy Quade, and Andi Wickham. 

-John Thompson 

PATIYBAKER SAYS: PAY UP FOR THE CHRiSTMAS PARTY- NOW! 

It is absolutely necessary that 
you purchase your tickets by November 18. 
Please see Patty Baker. 
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